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On We Go
Gentleman

The song consists of two parts:

Repeat:

part I   Bm|A x3
          D|A
part II         
         E|Bm x3
         A|Bm

We should all open for

Someone whos sad is by my store
My heart is an open door yeah..
Youll be amazed what is in store

It really seems that my head is spinning
With every chapter that I read
Another pictures got my finger turning
Deep in the mystery 

The characters are so colourful
And its so span tic sphere
Im hoping theyre just as wonderful
But the plot is yet to reveal

On we go
turning kings in the? reality now
soon we know
the destination of thissa journey
(2x) 

The leading role is an exotic lady
Picture perfect like a magazine
And I am listening the lines more clearly
And my eyes dont miss a? single scene

The most incredible twist and turn
To be compatible, why this is what I learn
Cant keep it up until me see the table a turn.
And thiss tha one me understand 

On we go
Turning kings in the reality now
Soon we know



The? destination of thissa journey
(2x)

Mama used to say what you put in you get out
Believing in yourself and there will be no doubt about
Fantasy and magic, we can do without
To make the impossible possible is what loves all about

A seed heres planted, now watch it grow
It needs water sun, let it flow
Once in a while you go see the fruit show
and this I know 

On we go
Turning kings in the reality now
Soon we know
The destination of thissa journey
(2x)

We should all open for

Someone whos sad is by my store
My heart is an open door yeah..
Youll be amazed what is? in store 

It really seems that my head is spinning
With every chapter that I read
Another pictures got my finger turning
Deep in the mystery

The characters are so colourful
And its so span tic sphere
Im hoping theyre just as wonderful
But the plot is yet to reveal

On we go
Turning kings in the reality now
Soon? we know
The destination of thissa journey
(2x)


